




MAEVE BOUSIE 

Negative Effects of Social Media



EMMA PAGOTTO

Body Image

As a secondary-school student I have 

experienced and witnessed extreme responses 

to body image influenced by society’s cruel 

expectations. I used a Nikon 55mm digital 

camera to photograph different female bodies, 

inspired by Joanna Watala and Marina 

Gonzalez. Two of my works titled ‘Engulfed’ 

are meant to be perceived by viewers as 

overwhelming when they see the overlapping 

images, representing a confused mind when 

experiencing body inadequacy. I achieved this 

aesthetic quality through the movement of the 

model, which creates a sense of time and 

evolution of emotions. 



EMMA PAGOTTO

Body Image

Another series of works, ‘LIQUIFIED’ represent the human form which society has 

manipulated and contorted into a distortion of an acceptable and attractive body. 

Scale and shape are major components as the figures are surreal compared to the 

human life size. This is the key aesthetic of my concept; society’s stereotype of women 

is an alien and unrealistic desire that can only be achieved by becoming inhuman.



ALYSSA KONTOGONIS

Editorial Makeup



DUNCAN TAYLOR

Social Media



EMILY TIKULIN

Androgynous 



HENRY SMITH 

Endangered Animals in a Human World

In ‘Hungry Polar Bear’, I focused on global issues which 

affect endangered animals due to human destruction of the 

natural world. I wanted to draw attention to these animals 

by portraying them as having evolved to live in

a dystopian future. I made the mask that is used a prop, 

creating a narrative that refers to both melting polar ice and 

the rise of climate change refugees. The decrepit form of 

the polar bear and monochromatic imagery create an 

unsettling contrast from stereotypical bright and happy 

portrayals of anthropomorphised characters, highlighting 

ideas of corruption and misery.



HENRY SMITH 

Endangered Animals in a Human World

‘Shopping Tiger’ and ‘Lion and Lamb’. 

display mundane aspects of human day to 

day life being portrayed by endangered 

animals. By painting over photos with 

acrylic paint, I create a melancholy 

narrative about anthropomorphised, 

endangered animals adapting to life in a 

dystopian human world. The vacant 

atmosphere in the photos, and the 

uncomfortable, unnatural aspect of the 

powerful animals confined into dark 

soul-crushing work or life conditions, 

reflects the dreary working lives of 

humans. High contrast artificial lighting is 

also used to emphasis ideas on how 

technology is creating toxic environments 

and to highlight emotions of despair.



INDI VAN HERK

Manipulated Portraits



JACOB YALLOUZ

Minimallism



LUCA BATTAGLIA

Isolation

These works are framed digital photography prints, displayed 

on an A3 piece of paper with newspaper clippings collaged 

onto the paper. These works present me as one lone focal 

point in the image presenting melancholy body language in 

front of large, white, empty spaces of walls. All of the works 

include text in the bold Helvetica font, bluntly describing the 

image. “EAT ALONE”, where the text states “I hate having 

dinner alone, it’s awesome”, presents the thoughts in the 

character's head which highlights the duality of loneliness 

which, while part of us likes it, another part of us dreads it. The 

colours of my clothing, the plain white walls and the silver and 

white frames present muted, melancholy, minimalist feelings 

as loneliness is uncomplicated and dull. Overall, my work is 

about loneliness, its universal effect, its duality and its dullness.



MARISA MUSCARA

Ordinary Things



NICHOLAS CUTTER

Movement

“Walking along no.24” photographic collage, presented on MDF board

Format: Diptych artwork, 80cm x 40cm and 70cm X 51cm

This is a photo-joiner artwork, comprising of over 50 individual images,

that display the narrative of movement of the exterior and interior of Silverton Tramway locomotive 

W24. The images were captured at Sulphide Street Museum (Broken Hill) on 3 July 2020, with my 

digital Canon 1500D and 18-55mm lens. The project aimed to utilise similar techniques inspired by 

Cubist concepts and David Hockney’s joiners to give viewers my perspective of locomotives and 

portray my passion for steam locomotives.



NIKKI LENON 

Identity



NUALA BETHOLD

Youth Culture 



SANJIVAN SERAN

Destruction of Nature



SELMA TASCI

My (COVID) Life



ZOE HARDERS

Afterlife


